Green Lakes trail or 2 hours before the show
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Everything starts on the right side of the beach: the trail which is composed of 2 hours and 9 km,
situated 15 min drive from Vilnius city center. This is the perfect time to refresh your mind before doing
something serious.

Oh yeah, this beach is called Green Lakes, or Balsiai resort. It's not just the name, the lakes are actually
green, and the reason for that is the amount of carbonate in the ground. Yet, this trail is not only about
the astonishing color of the lakes, but also about the path surrounding them, which gifts you freedom
and nature.

It's early autumn and
you can already
experience the fall of
the leaves. The track
near the water
continues all around
the lakes and it
makes you move
step by step through
the crumbs
reminding of the
jungle. Sometimes it
is hard to believe
that all of this nature
is so close to our
capital’s city center.

PS: at times you might get disturbed by all the plastic bags and vacation items left by the summer
audience from the beach.
This trail, as you might have already noticed, is all about Lithuanian nature’s mobility and charm. It is not
a secret that in Lithuania we don’t have any mountains, but we have huge exposure created by plains,
which opens up wide views.
While moving on, do not
forget to stop and look back.
Maybe even take a photo.
Also, it would be perfect to
look after your steps in case
you happen to be near the
swamp, which is very actively
floating in autumn. In
summer the trail is
accompanied by narrow
water streams.

Sometimes on your walk, you will meet the remainings of summer handmade boats and docks giving a
hint that some people used a truly creative way of getting to the resort, rather than just a regular
vehicle.

After the water streams and wet ground let’s move further and follow the left track. We are almost in
the middle of the whole route and now we can anticipate the lake. It is incredible: the same object, yet,
different views, a different perspective, different everything. Does that mean that if we had someone
else’s eyes we would be able to see everything differently? Is it the reason why people from other
countries love our country that much, sometimes much more then we do?
After a few minutes of standing
there gazing at the lake, it is time to
move further and the perfect way
to do it is using the tracks in the
middle of the forest, twisting
around the trees. Sometimes here
the ground changes its color, which
is interesting. Maybe those who
were good at geography can explain
what’s the deal about the terrain
having different color tones in the
same forest.

All right – by now the trail and the
weather might have changed. In
Lithuania, we know how fast the
weather changes so let’s move on and
ignore it, following the trail’s inner
vibes. In case you start feeling the
monotony of the route, at this point
stop, turn 90 degrees right and go.
Now, we recommend climbing the
huge hill (nobody said it was easy).
Sometimes when the tracks in the
forest become annoying, all you need

to do is just lose it and take a random track. This is exactly what we do.

Especially when knowing that another beautiful lake of Gulbinai is not that far away.

The random track seems to be very special and the reason for that is the change of nature, receding
trees and their sound, calm water and your inner animal sensing the wilderness.
Simply go through and be patient: all the stuff you are looking for is inside of you and you will never see
it physically.
Even speaking in a general sense, all the beautiful things are inside.

After going a few kilometers by the lake, turn right, continue for 3-4 mins and here you are, at your
parking spot.
The trail has ended - time to go home and take a shower.
The short map of the Green Lakes trail is below:

Google maps location of point no:1: https://goo.gl/maps/hU9tezfJSmpmHk5K9

